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We use intense femtosecond laser pulses to multiply ionize and directly image the structures of
N2Ar, O2Ar, and O2Xe dimers by coincidently measuring the momenta of the fragment ions. All
these dimers are found to have an equilibrium T-shaped structure in which the bond of the diatomic
molecule is perpendicular to the dimer axis. The equilibrium distance between the rare-gas atom and
the center-of-mass of the diatomic molecule is estimated to be RN2–Ar ∼ 3.86 Å, RO2–Ar ∼ 3.65 Å,
and RO2–Xe ∼ 4.07 Å, respectively. For the T-shaped N2Ar dimer, both sequential and direct triple-
ionization-induced three-body breakups are observed. In contrast to N2Ar dimer, other structures are
found to coexist with the dominating T-shaped one for O2Ar and O2Xe. © 2012 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4750980]

Molecules and atoms can bind with each other via the
van der Waals force to form dimers. Such mixed species be-
tween a rare-gas atom and a diatomic molecule are highly in-
teresting as they contain two bonds of very different charac-
ters: a very long and weak van der Waals bond between the
rare-gas atom and the molecule and a covalent bond of a di-
atomic molecule. The most simple of these systems N2Ar,1–6

O2Ar,7–9 and O2Xe10–12 have been observed for about 40 yr.
The previous experimental measurements1, 2, 7, 8, 10–12 and the-
oretical calculations3–5 indicate that the T-shaped geometry
represents the ground state structure of these dimers. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no direct observation of
this T-shaped structure has been reported so far. Here, we di-
rectly image the structure of the dimer by Coulomb exploding
it with intense femtosecond laser pulse. This is accomplished
by means of a coincident measurement of the momenta of
the fragment ions from the triple-ionization-induced three-
body breakup. All these molecule-atom dimers are visualized
to have a T-shaped structure. In contrast to N2Ar, additional
structures are found to coexist with the dominating T-shaped
one in O2Ar and O2Xe.

The Coulomb explosion imaging13 is a powerful tool to
visualize the structures of polyatomic molecules14–20 and van
der Waals-force bound complexes.21 After sudden stripping
off several electrons by fast traversal through a thin foil,13

or by multiple ionization with ion impact14 or high-energy
photon15 or intense ultrashort laser pulse,16–21 the multiply
charged molecular ion typically fragments along the Coulomb
potential curve. The relative momenta of the mutually re-
pelling fragment ions hence reveal the initial structure of the
molecule prior to the fast breakup. The latest of these experi-
ments with this technique even resolve the nodes of the vibra-
tional structure.22

We performed our measurements in a reaction micro-
scope of cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy

a)Electronic mail: doerner@atom.uni-frankfurt.de.

(COLTRIMS).23, 24 The dimers were generated by co-
expanding the mixture of molecules (N2 or O2) and atoms
(Ar or Xe) through a 30 μm nozzle with a driving pressure
of 3.5 bars. The gas ratios in the mixture were N2:Ar ∼ 1:1,
O2:Ar ∼ 1:7, and O2:Xe ∼ 1:1 for the generation of N2Ar,
O2Ar, and O2Xe dimers, respectively. In the supersonic ex-
pansion the gas cools. In our jet also pure Ar2 is formed. The
Coulomb explosion image of Ar2 from our nozzle expansion
is compared to the wave function of the vibrational ground
state of Ar2, see Fig. 2(a) in Ref. 21, and there is no visi-
ble contribution of vibrationally excited states of the Ar2 in
our jet. The vibrational spacing in the ground state of Ar2 is
3.2 meV. We therefore expect that also our mixed dimers
are internally significantly colder than 3.2 meV. The fem-
tosecond laser pulse with 35 fs duration centered at 790 nm
produced from a Ti:Sapphire laser system was focused by
a concave mirror ( f = 7.5 cm) onto the gas jet inside the
chamber. The laser intensities were measured to be I0 ∼ 1.2
× 1015 W/cm2 for N2Ar, and I0 ∼ 6.0 × 1014 W/cm2 for
O2Ar and O2Xe, respectively, where the laser intensity sen-
sitive branching ratios of H+ spectrum from the dissocia-
tion channel of H2

+25 were used for the calibration. The ions
created by photo-ionization were accelerated with a weak
(∼14.7 V/cm) static electric field and detected by a time and
position sensitive micro-channel plate detector26 at the end of
the spectrometer. The 3D momenta and kinetic-energy release
(KER) of the fragment ions were calculated during the offline
data analysis.

We distinguish the three-body breakup of the dimer from
the random coincidences between ions originating from dif-
ferent atom or molecules ionized independently but by the
same laser pulse by requiring the sum-momentum of the de-
tected three particles, psum = |p1 + p2 + p3|, to be less than
15 a.u. to account for the momentum conservation, and si-
multaneously the KER of Ar+ (or Xe+) being greater than
0.3 eV to make sure that Ar+ (or Xe+) is not from the single
ionization of the atomic monomer, and the total KER of the
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FIG. 1. (a) Density plot of KERAr+ vs KER(N+,N+,Ar+) of the triple-
ionization-induced three-body breakup channel N2Ar(1,1,1). (b) KERAr+
and KER(N+,N+) for events in regions A and B as labeled in (a). (c) KER
of the double ionization channel N2Ar(1,1) and KERAr+ from the triple ion-
ization channel N2Ar(2,1).

three particles is larger than 11 eV so that all the particles are
from the three-body breakup. This reliably sorts out the back-
ground from the exploding double ionization of the diatomic
molecule and single ionization of the atomic monomer in the
same pulse.

Figure 1(a) shows the KER of Ar+, i.e., KERAr+
= 0.5|pAr+|2/mAr, versus the total KER, i.e., KER(N+,N+,Ar+)

= KERN+ + KERN+ + KERAr+, of the three-body breakup
N2Ar3+ → N+ + N+ + Ar+. We refer to this channel as
N2Ar(1,1,1) below. Note that the KER of Ar+ is less than
20% of the total [see Fig. 1(a)]. This directly reflects that the
N2–Ar van der Vaals bond is much longer than the N–N cova-
lent bond. The corresponding Newton diagram of N2Ar(1,1,1)
channel is shown in Fig. 2(a). The momentum vector of Ar+ is
represented by a red arrow fixed at unity pointing to the right,
and the momentum vectors of two coincident N+ from the
same dimer are normalized to the length of Ar+ and mapped
to the left side. It reveals a T-shaped structure of N2Ar as il-
lustrated by the inset of Fig. 2(a) in agreement with the spec-
troscopy measurements1, 2 and theoretical calculations.3–5

As labeled with A and B in Fig. 1(a), there are two
regions of the KER distribution, indicating either two dif-
ferent ionization dynamics or structures of the N2Ar dimer.
To get into the details, we plot the corresponding Newton
diagrams in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). For region A, the concen-
trated distribution of N+ [Fig. 2(b)] indicates that it is from
direct three-body breakup of triply ionized T-shaped N2Ar
dimer. For region B, the N+ is mostly distributed on the ring
[Fig. 2(c)]. There are two possible reasons to form this ring-
like structure: (a) the N2

2+ can rotate before fragmenting, so
that the breakup axis of the N2

2+ get randomized and does
not correspond to the internal N2 axis, as observed in the frag-
mentation of CO2

15 or (b) it could indicate a non-T-shaped
initial structure. Our measured KER correlations shown in
Fig. 1(a) allow excluding scenario (b). Classical dynamics
simulations show that any structure differing from the
T-shaped one will increase both KERAr+ and KER(N+,N+,Ar+)

FIG. 2. Newton plots of the triple-ionization-induced three-body breakup
channel N2Ar(1,1,1) for (a) all events, (b) events in region A, and (c) events
in region B as labeled in Fig. 1(a). In (a)-(c) the momenta are normalized to
the momentum of the Ar+. (d) The same as (c) but without momentum vector
normalization and the recoil of the Ar+ is subtracted from the momenta. The
inset of (a) illustrates the T-shaped structure of the N2Ar dimer.

as compared to the direct breakup of a T-shaped N2Ar3+. Such
non-T-shaped structures if they result in the observed larger
total KER would be located to the upper right of structure
A in Fig. 1(a), while our observed structure B is located to
the up left of structure A. This indicates a sequential breakup
for events in region B. After single ionization on Ar site and
double ionization on N2 site, the dimer ion starts to dissociate
along the potential curve of N2

2+ + Ar+; The N2
2+ rotates

when it is departing from Ar+ and lately breaks into N+

+ N+, which yields a board distribution of N+ on the ring
as shown in Fig. 2(c) [or Fig. 2(d) without momentum vector
normalization].

This sequential three-body breakup scenario is corrobo-
rated by the distributions of the KERAr+ and the KER of N+

+ N+ pair, KER(N+,N+) = |prel(N+,N+)|2/mN, where prel(N+,N+)

is the relative momentum between two mutually repelling
N+. The KERAr+ from the sequential three-body breakup [re-
gion B, Fig. 1(b)] is very similar to that from the two-body
breakup N2Ar3+ → N2

2+ + Ar+ channel [Fig. 1(c)], referred
as N2Ar(2,1), since it is the intermediate state. Meanwhile,
due to the population of the bound sates of N2

2+ following
the double ionization of the N2 site, the KER(N+,N+) from the
sequential three-body breakup shows several fine structures
[Fig. 1(b)]. They correspond to vibrational modes of the in-
termediate metastable N2

2+27 which dissociates with delay by
coupling to a repulsive curve. For direct three-body breakup in
region A, as shown in Fig. 1(b), both KERAr+ and KER(N+,N+)

distributions are different as compared to the sequential one
in region B. Therefore, N2Ar features a T-shaped structure,1–5

where the bond axis of N2 is perpendicular to the dimer axis
as illustrated by the inset of Fig. 2(a). It undergoes direct or
sequential three-body breakup following triple ionization by
our intense laser pulse.

For van der Waals-bound dimers composed of heavy nu-
clei, the ultrashort laser pulse driven Coulomb explosion is
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known to nicely map the equilibrium distance in the ground
state nuclear wavefunction to the KER distribution of the
fragment ions.21, 28 Also for the mixed systems studied here,
the Ar and N2 in N2Ar dimer are frozen during the ultra-
fast ionization process, which subsequently explode due to
the strong Coulomb repulsion between the multiply charged
ions. The equilibrium distance between Ar and the center-
of-mass of N2 at the instant of multiple ionization can be
classically approximated to RN2—Ar ∼ q1q2/KER(N2q1+,Arq2+),
where KER(N2q1+,Arq2+) is the KER of the exploding chan-
nel N2Ar(q1+q2)+ → N2

q1+ + Arq2+. For KER(N2+,Ar+)

∼ 3.7 eV of the two-sites double ionization channel N2Ar(1,1)
measured in our experiment as shown in Fig. 1(c), we cal-
culate RN2–Ar ∼ 3.86 Å for N2Ar. This imaging of the bond
length does not work for the internal N2 bond for two rea-
sons. Firstly, due to the enhanced multiple ionization29, 30

of the light diatomic molecule at a critical internuclear dis-
tance, our 35-fs laser pulse is not short enough and secondly,
the N+–N+ potential strongly depends on the electronic
state and is not necessary being 1/R. For the direct three-
body breakup channel N2Ar(1,1,1) in region A, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), KER(N+,N+) shows a broad distribution with a max-
imum around ∼11 eV. For a 1/R potential, this would cor-
respond to a double ionization of N2 inside N2Ar at RN–N

∼ 1.32 Å.
Similar to N2Ar, as shown in Fig. 3(a), O2Ar also shows

a T-shaped structure,7, 8 where the bond of O2 is perpendic-
ular to the dimer axis as illustrated by the inset. Figure 4(a)
shows the KER distribution of Ar+ as a function of the total
KER, i.e., KER(O+,O+,Ar+) = KERO+ + KERO+ + KERAr+,
of the three-body breakup channel O2Ar3+ → O+ + O+

+ Ar+ which is referred as O2Ar(1,1,1). It shows two re-
gions C and D. The main distribution of region C represents
the direct three-body breakup of the T-shaped O2Ar as visu-

FIG. 3. Newton plots of the triple-ionization-induced three-body breakup
channel O2Ar(1,1,1) for (a) all events, (b) events in region C, and (c)
events in region D as labeled in Fig. 4(a). In (a)-(c) the momenta are nor-
malized to the momentum of the Ar+. (d) The same as (c) but without
momentum vector normalization and the recoil of the Ar+ is subtracted
from the momenta. The inset of (a) illustrates the T-shaped structure of the
O2Ar dimer.

FIG. 4. (a) Density plot of KERAr+ vs KER(O+,O+,Ar+) of the triple-
ionization-induced three-body breakup channel O2Ar(1,1,1). (b) KER of the
double ionization channels O2Ar(1,1) and O2Xe(1,1), and KER(O+,O+) from
O2Ar(1,1,1) channel.

alized by the Newton diagram in Fig. 3(b). The location of
the counts in region D is very different from region B in the
N2Ar case [Fig. 1(a)]. The counts in region D is displaced to
the upper right of the maximum in region C, i.e., a high KER
of the Ar+ goes along with an increase of the total KER. As
we have argued above this indicates that these events are from
a direct breakup of a somewhat more linear structure than the
T-shape. The Newton diagram in Fig. 3(c) visualizes the de-
tails, where O+ are found preferentially on four spots on a
ring. Figure 3(d) shows the same data as Fig. 3(c) but with-
out normalization of the momentum vectors. This excludes
that the distribution is an artifact caused by the normalization.
We therefore conclude that the four spots structure originates
from direct Coulomb explosion from a structure of the O2Ar
which is different from the dominating T-shaped one.

This structural difference between the purely T-shaped
N2Ar, the additional structure of O2Ar, likely originates from
the different shape of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of O2 compared to N2. For N2, the HOMO with σ g

symmetry31 concentrates around the nuclei along the molec-
ular axis. For O2, the HOMO with πg symmetry31 features
butterfly shaped four lobes with a node along the molecular
axis. As compared to N2Ar with its stable T-shaped geometry,
one might expect O2Ar to have additional structures where
the dimer potential finds its local minimums.

The equilibrium distance between Ar and the center-of-
mass of O2 in O2Ar is estimated to be RO2–Ar ∼ 3.65 Å
based on the measured KER(O2+,Ar+) ∼ 3.9 eV of the double
ionization channel O2Ar(1,1) as shown in Fig. 4(b). For the
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FIG. 5. (a) Density plot of KERXe+ vs KER(O+,O+,Xe+) of O2Xe(1,1,1)
channel. (b) Newton plot of the triple-ionization-induced three-body breakup
channel O2Xe(1,1,1). The momenta are normalized to the momentum of the
Xe+. The inset illustrates the T-shaped structure of O2Xe.

O+ + O+ pair in the three-body breakup O2Ar(1,1,1) chan-
nel, a broad distribution of KER(O+,O+) is observed around
∼12.8 eV [see Fig. 4(b)]. Assuming an (unrealistic)
1/R potential for the O+ − O+ this would correspond
to RO–O ∼ 1.11 Å.

For O2Xe, there are seven Xe isotopes that can con-
tribute to form the dimer with O2 in our jet. All the isotopes
are found to have similar structure and ionization dynamics.
Figure 5(a) displays the distribution of KERXe+ as a function
of KER(O+,O+,Xe+) for the triple-ionization-induced three-
body breakup channel O2Xe3+ → O+ + O+ + Xe+, referred
as O2Xe(1,1,1). The corresponding Newton diagram is shown
in Fig. 5(b). They are very similar to those of O2Ar(1,1,1) as
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), indicating same structures and
ionization dynamics. For KER(O2+,Xe+) ∼ 3.5 eV of the dou-
ble ionization channel O2Xe(1,1) as shown in Fig. 4(b), we
estimate the equilibrium distance between Xe and the center-
of-mass of O2 in O2Xe is RO2–Xe ∼ 4.07 Å.

In summary, by using intense ultrashort laser pulse to
multiply ionize and Coulomb explode the molecule-atom
dimers, we directly map their equilibrium geometries to the
detected momenta of the fragment ions. All the molecule-
atom dimers investigated in this work, i.e., N2Ar, O2Ar, and
O2Xe, are observed to have a T-shaped structure1–5, 7, 8, 10–12 in
which the bond of the contained diatomic molecule is perpen-
dicular to the dimer axis. For O2Ar and O2Xe, different struc-
tures are observed to coexist with the dominating T-shaped
one. This difference between N2 contained dimer and the one
with O2 might be related to the difference between HOMOs of

N2 and O2 molecules. The equilibrium distance between the
rare-gas atom and the center-of-mass of the molecule is esti-
mated to be RN2–Ar ∼ 3.86 Å, RO2–Ar ∼ 3.65 Å, and RO2–Xe

∼ 4.07 Å, respectively, for N2Ar, O2Ar, and O2Xe.
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